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Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｕ Issue (Phenomenon) Occurrence condition
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First production.
 Note: The position of a detection frame on the live image may be shifted from the one on the setup menu when “90 °” or “270 °” is selected for “Image rotation” in the camera setting.
          (This issue may occur depending on the PC monitor specification in use.)-> Fixed in camera version 1.30 in November 2020.

When version 1.00 of WV-XAE200W is installed on version 1.11 or later of WV-X1551LN, WV-X2551LN, or WV-X2251L, the camera displays “1.00 (Version error)” in [Ext. software] page>
[Software mng.] tab> [Software version]. For use with version 1.11 or later of WV-X1551LN, WV-X2551LN, or WV-X2251L, upgrade WV-XAE200W to version 1.20 or later.
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1.30
Nov., '20 U

Enables to cancel the current drawing area by pressing "Esc" key when drawing a
detection area/ mask area on the "Area setting" window.
Supported browsers: Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge and Firefox.
                                   (Internet Explorer is not supported.)

Changed the parameters in [AI-VMD information addition] as below:
- "On with i-VMD frame display" displays red frames only
- "On(with live display [with blue frame]" displays both red and blue frames
Default: "On with i-VMD frame display"

Note: To apply this change, both WV-XAE200W and the camera need to be
upgraded to version 1.30 or later.

In case of WV-XAE200W version 1.30 installed on a camera version 1.20 or older:
- "On with i-VMD frame display" displays neither red nor blue frame
- "On(with live display [with blue frame])" displays both red and blue frames

Added the [Use "inch" as unit] checkbox on the [Depth setting] window.

Supports new cameras:
WV-X1571LN, WV-X2571LN, and WV-X2271L

Supports firmware version 1.11 or later of WV-X1551LN, WV-X2551LN, and WV-
X2251L
Note: As this version does not support version 1.00 of WV-X1551LN, WV-
X2551LN, and WV-X2251L, those cameras need to be 1.11 or later for use with
this version of WV-XAE200W.

1.20
Oct., '20 U

This document describes software package upgrade for WV-XAE200W.

1. Release version： 1.30
2. Release Note Reference Number： WV-XAE200W_003

Priority Rank Level
A: Recommend to apply (Major or serious update)
B: When issue happened
C: Maintenance timing
U: Function /Performance improvement (Not Necessary to update)
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